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Abstract

Sweat contains a variety of lipid mediators, but whether they originate from the plasma filtrate or 

from the cutaneous sweat glandular tissues themselves is unknown. To explore this knowledge 

gap, we collected plasma and sweat from healthy men (n = 9) immediately before and 0.5, 2 and 4 

h after oral administration of 400 mg ibuprofen. Of the over 100 lipid mediators assayed by liquid 

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry, ~45 were detected in both plasma and sweat, and 36 

were common to both matrices. However, baseline concentrations in each matrix were not 

correlated and metabolite relative abundances between matrices differed. Oral ibuprofen 

administration altered sweat lipid mediators, reducing prostaglandin E2, linoleoylethanolamide, 

and oleoylethanolamide, while increasing 11-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid, and causing transient 

changes in 9-nitrooleate, N-arachidonylglycine and 20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid. Meanwhile, 

plasma N-acylethanolamide concentrations increased with ibuprofen administration. These results 

suggest that sweat and plasma differentially reflect biochemical changes due to oral ibuprofen 
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administration, and that plasma is unlikely to be the predominant source of the sweat lipid 

mediator profile.
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Introduction

Sweat is a complex hypotonic biofluid produced by the eccrine, apocrine and apoeccrine 

glands of the skin. This secretion is well known to contain water-soluble compounds 

including electrolytes, urea, lactate, metals and xenobiotics [1]. More recent 

characterizations show sweat to be a rich source of proteins, carbohydrates, organic acids, 

lipids [2-6], and lipid mediators including oxygenated lipids (i.e. oxylipins), 

endocannabinoids (EC) and EC-like compounds (ECLs), ceramides and sphingolipids [7, 8]. 

The recognition of sweat’s chemical complexity has spurred sweat based exploration beyond 

cystic fibrosis and forensic testing [9, 10]. Changes in sweat composition have been 

speculated to be associated with inflammatory, infectious, psychiatric and neoplastic 

diseases [3, 7, 11, 12].

It is generally believed that sweat composition is reflective of some combination of the 

systemic (plasma) and/or local (cutaneous) microenvironment [13]. Most evidence for this 

hypothesis comes from drug delivery studies. For instance, ketoconazole has been shown to 

rapidly partition from the bloodstream to eccrine sweat following oral consumption [14], 

whereas theophylline migrates trans-dermally to the skin surface where it can be 

amalgamated into sweat [15]. More recently, sweat gland epithelial cells were found to 

synthesize the endocannabinoids arachidonoylethanolamide (AEA) and 2-

arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) [16], thus demonstrating that sweat gland metabolic activities 

are not confined to filtration and electrolyte modulation. To properly interpret changes in 

metabolism of the sweat gland apparatus, it will be important to characterize the sources of 

the metabolites. This is particularly relevant in the area of lipid mediators, which are 

generally thought to be produced locally via biosynthetic pathways in response to 

extracellular stimuli and function similarly to local hormones or autacoids [17].

Lipid mediators are formed via a number of enzymatic pathways, and usually involve 

primary metabolism of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) by enzymes such as 

cyclooxygenase (COX), lipoxygenase (LOX), cytochrome P450 (CYP), diacylglycerol 

lipase and N-acyltransferase, followed by secondary action of enzymes such as soluble 

epoxide hydrolase, prostaglandin synthase and leukotriene synthases [17] with or without 

the secondary release by lipases [17]. Sweat has been shown to contain COX-, LOX-, and 

CYP-derived metabolites [7] and there is well recognized cross-talk among these signaling 

pathways [18-20]. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as ibuprofen or 

aspirin reduce pain, inflammation, fever and clotting by inhibiting COX activity in various 

tissues, which in turn causes a decrease in prostaglandin and thromboxane formation from 

various PUFAs, predominantly arachidonic acid [21]. Ibuprofen demonstrates differential 
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pharmacokinetics in human plasma and skin following both oral and topical administration 

[22], making it an excellent drug to probe the effects of systemic COX inhibition on the 

sweat lipid mediator profiles.

This study is primarily designed to test the effects of systemic COX inhibition on plasma 

and sweat lipid mediators as a means to evaluate the relative contribution of plasma to the 

sweat lipid mediator profile. A secondary study goal is to assess ibuprofen pharmacokinetics 

in plasma and sweat, in order to evaluate the plasma as a source of sweat xenobiotic content. 

Collectively, these findings will enhance our understanding of the metabolic dynamics of 

sweat as a potential source of clinically relevant biomarkers.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

This study is an extension of our previous work examining the stability and variability of the 

sweat lipid mediator profile, and uses the same subject population [8]. Of the 10 healthy 

male subjects who participated in our previous study, three subjects declined to return. 

Therefore, an additional four healthy male subjects aged 20-40 yr were recruited from the 

Sacramento, CA, USA metropolitan area between March and May 2017, resulting in a final 

enrollment of 11 subjects for this study.

Eligibility for participation was slightly modified from our previous inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, and was assessed by an in-person screening questionnaire completed at recruitment. 

Exclusion criteria included: a diagnosed disease for which the subject was currently taking 

medication; recent hospitalization, surgery or antibiotic therapy; regular consumption of 

prescription or over-the-counter medications such as statins, steroids, weight loss aids, or 

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; orthopedic or cardiovascular limitations that 

precluded participation in moderate exercise; and regular performance of physical activity 

defined as “vigorous” by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [23]. Written 

informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to participation, and all study 

protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California-

Davis (Protocol #929370). This study is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov as 

NCT02935894.

Of the 11 subjects enrolled, two did not produce sweat at all four collection times, thus their 

results were excluded from all statistical analyses. Baseline physiological characteristics of 

the nine remaining subjects are listed in Supplemental Table S1.

Study Design and Sample Collection

Subjects participated in one half-day study visit at the United States Department of 

Agriculture Western Human Nutrition Research Center in Davis, CA, USA. All study visits 

started between 07:00 and 07:30 to avoid potential circadian effects on lipid mediators. Prior 

to each study visit, subjects were asked to fast for 12 h, not to apply any creams or topical 

medications for 24 h, and to refrain from use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such 

as aspirin, acetaminophen, or ibuprofen for 48 h. Subjects remained fasted during study 

visits, but ad libitum water intake was encouraged.
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Immediately after subject arrival, blood and sweat samples were collected, after which 

subjects consumed one 400 mg dose of ibuprofen orally. The ibuprofen was obtained from 

the University of California-Davis Investigational Drug Services Pharmacy, Sacramento, 

CA, USA. Additional blood and sweat samples were collected 30 min, 2 h and 4 h after 

ibuprofen intake. Blood and sweat samples were collected from contralateral arms, and the 

arm from which the blood sample was collected was alternated at each subsequent collection 

timepoint. All sample collections took place in environmentally regulated rooms (22 ± 1 °C; 

38 ± 7% relative humidity).

Blood samples were collected from the antecubital vein in Vacutainer® tubes containing K2-

EDTA (Beckton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Immediately after collection, 

samples were centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 min at 1300 × g and 0.2 mL aliquots of plasma were 

stored in methanol-rinsed 0.5 mL micro centrifuge tubes (Eppendorf, Hauppauge, NY) at 

−80 °C until analysis. Sweat samples were collected from a ~7 cm2 area on the volar 

forearm (5-10 cm above the wrist) by capillary action using Macroduct® sweat collectors 

(Wescor, Inc., Logan, UT, USA). Prior to collection, sweating was stimulated by pilocarpine 

iontophoresis using the Webster Sweat Inducer (Wescor, Inc.) and manufacturer-supplied 

proprietary gel discs reported to contain 0.5% (~18 mM) pilocarpine nitrate [24]. All sweat 

collection procedures were in accordance with previously published protocols [7, 8]. 

Collected sweat was exuded into methanol-rinsed 2 mL amber vials with Teflon-lined 

closures (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA) by passing air through the collection 

tubing three times using a 250 μL gastight syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA). Samples 

were stored at −80 °C until analysis.

Analysis of Lipid Mediators and Ibuprofen

Plasma oxylipins, nitrolipids, free fatty acids, ECs, ECLs and ibuprofen were isolated from 

the matrix with methanolic acetonitrile. Specifically, 50 μL of plasma was enriched with 5 

μL of anti-oxidant solution (0.2 mg/mL butylated hydroxytoluene/EDTA in 1:1 methanol/

water), 10 μL of a 500 nM deuterated-oxylipin/EC/ECL surrogate solution in methanol, and 

5 μL of a 20 ng/mL deuterated-NSAID surrogate solution in methanol. Protein precipitation 

was achieved by the forceful addition of 200 μL of a 1:1 (v/v) methanol/acetonitrile solution 

containing 100 nM each of the internal standards 1-cyclohexyl-3-ureido dodecanoic acid 

(Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and 1-phenyl,3-ureido hexanoic acid (gift from B.D. 

Hammock, University of California-Davis). Samples were vortexed for 1 min at 1200 rpm, 

centrifuged at 6 °C for 5 min at 10000 × g, and the supernatant was filtered by centrifugation 

using Amicon® Ultrafree-MC Durapore PVDF 0.1 μm filters (Merck Millipore, Billerica, 

MA, USA). Filtered extracts were stored at −20 °C prior to analysis.

Sweat lipid mediators and ibuprofen were isolated from the matrix by direct evaporation 

using modifications of previously published protocols [7, 8]. Briefly, the collected sweat 

volume was determined for each sample using either a 50 μL or 100 μL gastight syringe 

(Hamilton), and samples were enriched with 5 μL the anti-oxidant, 2 μL of deuterated-

oxylipin/EC/ECL surrogate and 5 μL of deuterated-NSAID surrogate solutions. Each sample 

was then mixed with 100 μL of methanol, enriched with 10 μL of 20% glycerol in methanol, 

and the solvent was removed under vacuum (GeneVac EZ-2 Personal Evaporator, SP 
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Scientific, Warminster, PA, USA). Residues were reconstituted in 40 μL of the internal 

standard solution described above and stored at −20 °C prior to analysis.

Analytes were assayed by ultra-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass 

spectrometry, using an expansion of published protocols to include analysis of NSAIDs [8]. 

Briefly, 10 μL aliquots of the samples were injected onto a Shimadzu Nexera X2 series 

UPLC system (Columbia, MD, USA) and analytes were separated on a 2.1 × 150 mm, 1.7 

μm BEH C18 column (Waters) and detected with an API 6500 QTrap (Sciex, Framingham, 

MA, USA) with positive-negative mode switching electrospray ionization. Chromatographic 

solvent gradients are listed in Supplemental Table S2A, and ionization voltages, mass 

spectrometry parameters, and retention times are listed in Supplemental Table S2B. Sample 

batches included method blanks and duplicate analysis of an in-house pooled laboratory 

reference material sample. Analytes were quantified using internal standard methodology 

with five- to seven-point calibration curves (r ≥ 0.997) and data were processed using Sciex 

MultiQuant version 3.0.2. All analyte abbreviations are fully expanded in Supplemental 

Table S3.

Statistical Analysis

Surrogate recoveries were unacceptable for five of the 36 plasma samples analyzed, and 

these analytical failures were randomly distributed by subject and timepoint. After excluding 

the failed samples, plasma data for at least seven subjects are reported and analyzed at each 

timepoint.

Plasma and sweat data were independently pretreated, and all data pretreatments were 

performed in JMP Pro 13 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Prior to statistical analyses, 

data were curated such that analytes with >30% missing values across the data set were 

excluded. The remaining data were screened for outliers using Huber’s maximum likelihood 

type estimates to determine the center and spread of each analyte [25]. Missing data were 

imputed by least squares multivariate normal imputation with covariance shrinkage [26], 

after which data were transformed to normal using the procedures of Box and Cox [27], and 

normality was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test [28].

Linear mixed models evaluating the relationship between metabolite concentrations and time 

with a random intercept for subject were performed in R version 3.1.0 using the lme4 
package [29] after verification of population homoscedasticity at each timepoint in plasma 

and sweat by Bartlett’s test using JMP Pro 13. Statistical significance of the fixed effect of 

time was determined by likelihood ratio tests of the full model against a null model (i.e., 

without the fixed effect of time, but with random intercept for subject). Results of likelihood 

ratio test were considered significant if P < 0.05 and the false discovery rate (q) as estimated 

by the method of Storey and Tibshirani using the fdrtool package was < 0.2 [30, 31]. 

Differences between metabolite concentrations at each timepoint were assessed by Tukey’s 

post-hoc HSD test using the multcomp package [32].

Comparisons of metabolite patterns in plasma and sweat were performed in JMP Pro 13. 

Correlations between imputed but not transformed baseline (i.e. 0 h) lipid mediator 

concentrations in plasma and sweat were estimated using Kendall rank correlation 
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coefficients for analytes detected in both matrices. Additionally, relative abundances of all 

detected lipid mediators in each matrix were estimated on both a per-class (e.g. relative 

abundance of total alcohols detected regardless of fatty acid precursor) and by fatty acid 

precursor within a lipid mediator class (e.g. individual abundances of alcohol metabolite 

isomers of arachidonic acid), and were compared using the Wilcoxon rank-sum exact test.

Results

Plasma and Sweat Demonstrate Different Baseline Lipid Mediator Profiles

A total of 43 lipid mediators were detected in plasma, and 45 were detected in sweat, of 

which 36 were common to both matrices (Supplemental Fig. S1). Despite the considerable 

overlap, individual plasma and sweat metabolites were not correlated (Supplemental Table 

S4). Plasma showed greater proportions of ECs and ECLs relative to sweat, whereas sweat 

had increased proportions of diols, triols and ketones (Fig. 1). Sweat also contained 

detectable levels of nitrolipids whereas plasma did not (Fig. 1). Additionally, the relative 

abundance of regioisomers within each of these classes differed between matrices 

(Supplemental Fig. S2). Collectively, these results suggest either different lipid mediator 

origins for each matrix, or in some cases, considerable modifications of plasma lipid 

metabolites by sweat gland epithelial cells.

Ibuprofen Demonstrates Variable Pharmacokinetics in Plasma and is Not Detected in 
Sweat

On average, changes in plasma ibuprofen concentrations generally followed a typical 

pharmacokinetic profile, with the average tmax occurring ~2 h after consumption 

(Supplemental Table S4). However, examining individual subject pharmacokinetic profiles, 

it was apparent that one subject appeared to be a rapid absorber of ibuprofen (tmax ≈ 1 h), 

two subjects appeared to be delayed absorbers (tmax ≥ 4 h) and the remaining six subjects 

(i.e. 67% of the study population) were typical absorbers of ibuprofen (tmax ≈ 2 h) (Fig. 2). 

By contrast, ibuprofen concentrations in sweat were below the assay limit of detection (100 

ng/mL) at all study timepoints (Supplemental Table S4), preventing the direct 

pharmacokinetic assessment of ibuprofen in sweat here.

Ibuprofen Differentially Affects Plasma and Sweat Lipid Mediator Profiles

Oral administration of 400 mg ibuprofen affected the sweat lipid profile, with temporal 

changes observed in sweat concentrations of COX-derived PGE2 and 11-HETE (Fig. 3), 

nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-derived 9-nitrooleate (Fig. 4), CYP-derived 20-HETE (Fig. 4), 

and the ECLs NA-Gly, OEA and LEA (Fig. 5A). Many of these enzyme systems are known 

targets of ibuprofen. Inverse correlations or trends towards inverse correlations were also 

observed between normalized sweat concentrations of PGE2 and various COX and 15-LOX-

derived lipid mediators (Table 1), further supporting sweat’s ability to reflect ibuprofen-

induced lipid mediator changes. By contrast, ibuprofen administration increased plasma 

concentrations of OEA, AEA and DGLEA (Fig. 5B). A complete list of detected lipid 

mediator concentrations before and after ibuprofen intake are available in Supplemental 

Table S4, and representative chromatograms of the sweat lipid mediators affected by 

ibuprofen administration are available in Supplemental Fig. S3.
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Discussion

Currently, cutaneous research is largely dependent on tissue biopsies or tape strips, both of 

which are invasive procedures and have potential to cause considerable discomfort to the 

subject. Both techniques are also unsuitable for repeated temporal sampling, in part due to 

subject discomfort, but also because the affected or treated area is usually excised after the 

first biopsy. By contrast, sweat sampling offers a non-invasive and non-destructive 

alternative to profile the skin, and the presence of lipid mediators in sweat and their 

demonstrated relevance as markers of inflammatory skin disease opens new avenues for 

non-invasive sampling and diagnostics in cutaneous research. However, lipid mediators are 

generally produced in and act on the local microenvironment [17]. In order to properly 

interpret changes in lipid mediator concentration due to either therapeutic intervention or 

disease, we must first know more about where they come from, or at least how they are 

influenced by changes in associated metabolism. The origins of sweat lipid mediators have 

not been previously elucidated, but studies of xenobiotic excretion suggest that plasma and 

the sweat gland apparatus are both good sources of sweat components [13-15]. As both sites 

are rich in lipid mediators, they may both contribute to the sweat lipid mediator profile as 

well, or at least affect sweat gland cellular pathobiology and sweat lipid profiles. It is already 

known that the sweat gland apparatus itself is capable of lipid mediator production, 

particularly the endocannabinoids AEA and 2-AG [16]. In this study, we evaluate the ability 

of sweat to reflect biochemical changes due to systemic COX inhibition, and also consider 

the relative contribution of plasma to the sweat lipid mediator profile.

The non-competitive inhibitory effects of ibuprofen on COX are well known, particularly 

reduction of prostaglandin and thromboxane formation [21], and this is manifested in sweat 

by reduced PGE2 concentrations. However, COX also demonstrates LOX activity which is 

enhanced with NSAID administration, particularly the formation of 11-HETE and 15-HETE 

but also possibly 13-HODE and 13-HOTE [33, 34]. Sweat 11-HETE concentrations 

increased following ibuprofen intake and were significantly correlated to decreases in sweat 

PGE2 concentrations, and while sweat 15-HETE, 13-HODE and 13-HOTE did not change 

significantly, they also showed a strong inverse correlation to sweat PGE2 concentrations. 

By contrast, plasma levels of these analytes did not change with ibuprofen intake, which is 

not surprising since subjects were generally healthy and activation of COX metabolism was 

not induced by external stressors such as exercise or platelet stimulation [35-37].

Ibuprofen is also a known inhibitor of fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH), the enzyme that 

catabolizes N-acylethanolamides [38], which may explain increases in plasma AEA, OEA 

and DGLEA after ibuprofen administration. The decreases in sweat OEA and LEA 

concentrations following ibuprofen intake appear contrary to FAAH inhibition, but other 

pathways exist for the degradation of N-acylethanolamides. One possibility is alcohol 

dehydrogenase (ADH) 7-catalyzed oxidation of N-acylethanolamides to N-acylglycines 

[39], which would also explain the observed changes in sweat NA-Gly concentration, and 

similar but not significant changes in sweat NO-Gly. Additionally, since ADH7 is a class IV 

ADH, it is only present in extrahepatic tissues [40], which might also explain why N-

acylethanolamides in plasma do not display similar behavior.
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The effects of ibuprofen on NOS are not as well known, but previous studies have 

demonstrated that ibuprofen can also enhance inducible NOS activity at low concentrations, 

and inhibit both the inducible and constitutive forms of NOS at higher concentrations [41]. 

Consistent with these reports, sweat levels of the NOS metabolite 9-nitrooleate increased 

initially, decreased as plasma ibuprofen reached its peak, and finally increased again as 

plasma ibuprofen declined. Similar changes in other measured sweat nitrolipids did not 

reach significance. The underlying mechanism is unknown, but it is interesting that changes 

in sweat NA-Gly concentrations following ibuprofen intake matched those of sweat 9-

nitrooleate, and that palmitoylglycine has previously been demonstrated to modulate nitric 

oxide production in mice [42]. The speculation that modulation of NOS activity by 

ibuprofen occurs through its effects on N-acylglycines warrants further research.

Finally, the changes in sweat 20-HETE concentrations following ibuprofen intake are 

unexpected, since ibuprofen is not known to affect CYP4A, the enzyme system responsible 

for 20-HETE formation from arachidonic acid. However, nitric oxide is known to inhibit 

CYP4A activity [43], and changes in sweat 20-HETE concentrations are counter to those of 

9-nitrooleate. Interestingly, 20-HETE is an important regulator of renal vascular tone as well 

as ion transport in the renal proximal tubule [44, 45], and it is possible that 20-HETE plays a 

similar role in modulating blood flow and ion transport in the sweat gland, which may 

explain the relatively high concentrations of sweat 20-HETE.

The differential effects of ibuprofen on plasma and sweat lipid mediators, along with the 

lack of correlations between baseline lipid mediator concentrations in the two matrices, 

suggest that either plasma is not the primary contributor of sweat lipid mediators, or that the 

sweat gland tissues significantly modify lipid mediators filtered from plasma. Moreover, we 

find that the relative abundance of sweat lipid mediator classes are similar to those reported 

in skin tissues [46]. It is known that the sweat electrolyte profile, while primarily derived 

from plasma, is modified by differential absorptions of electrolytes by the sweat gland 

epithelia [47]. Differences in the relative abundances of lipid mediator classes and between 

the relative abundance of isomers derived from the same precursors suggest either the 

localized production of these mediators by the sweat gland epithelial cells or an impact of 

the surrounding cutaneous matrix and cells on sweat gland metabolism. For instance, the 

pattern of arachidonate-derived diols in sweat were dominated by the 5,6-DiHETrE isomer, 

while the 14,15- and 11,12-DiHETrEs dominated the plasma profile. The presence of lipid 

mediators and lipid mediator-forming enzymes in non-sweat gland cutaneous tissue cells 

have been well documented [46, 48], and these and other non-lipid mediators can be 

expected to modify the pathophysiology of the cutaneous sweat gland apparatus.

Regardless of their source, the finding of lipid mediators in sweat is in itself surprising if 

their transport from tissue or plasma is considered a passive process. Previous studies have 

indicated that basic analytes passively diffuse more readily from blood into sweat due to the 

differences in pH between the matrices (sweat pH = 4-6; blood pH = 7.4), and that a low 

octanol-water partition coefficient (log P or KOW), typically < 3, increases the likelihood 

that a molecule will passively diffuse into sweat from either tissue or blood [49, 50]. By 

contrast, lipid mediators typically have pKa ~4-5 and log P ~3-6 [51]. Since ibuprofen has 

pKa = 4.85 and log P = 3.97 [51], this may also explain why we were unable to detect 
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ibuprofen in sweat despite others showing peak penetration of ibuprofen into the skin within 

3 h after oral administration [22]. Alternative routes by which lipid mediators may be 

secreted into sweat include active transport or facilitated diffusion. Active transporters 

and/or transport proteins for prostaglandins and endocannabinoids are known [52, 53], 

suggesting these routes may be available for lipid mediator transport into sweat. More 

recently, exosomes were found in sweat [54], representing yet another potential route for 

lipid mediator delivery into sweat.

Regardless of their origin, it is interesting to speculate on what role lipid mediators and their 

associated enzymes play in sweat and sweat gland biology. Our initial study reporting the 

presence of lipid mediators in sweat demonstrated that sweat ceramide profiles differ in 

individuals with and without atopic dermatitis [7], and that similar changes have been shown 

in the skin [55]. This led us to speculate that the sweat lipid mediators reflected the mediator 

profiles of the surrounding cutaneous tissue [7]. However, work by Czifra et al. 

demonstrated that endocannabinoids regulate cell proliferation, apoptosis, lipid synthesis 

and expression of cytoskeleton proteins via the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway in 

cultured NCL-SG3 sweat gland epithelial cells, and that these cells are capable of producing 

the endocannabinoids responsible for modulating these processes [16]. Finally, Fujii et al. 

have previously demonstrated that inhibition of COX and NOS has no effect on sweat 

production, though they did not evaluate the impact of inhibiting these pathways on sweat 

content [56]. Therefore, it would appear that the prostanoids either play no functional role in 

sweat production, or that they do not influence sweat volume, but regulate sweat gland cell 

biology as shown in a variety of other cell types [17]. It is also possible that sweat lipid 

mediators regulate blood flow and ion transport across the coil of the sweat gland, in a 

manner similar to their role in the nephron of the kidney [44, 45]. Without conducting 

appropriate studies, it is difficult to know with certainty what roles sweat lipid mediators 

play, but understanding their role is key in determining potential applications for the 

technology presented in this and other works. Our hope is that sweat metabolomics 

investigations will supplement, if not replace, skin biopsy and tape stripping as a primary 

sample collection technique in cutaneous research and diagnosis.

A major limitation of this study is that no control experiments were conducted in the 

absence of ibuprofen, making it difficult to discriminate whether observed sweat lipid 

mediator changes are truly due to ibuprofen consumption, or whether stress, time or 

individual variation could have contributed as well. This is particularly relevant as published 

studies examining circadian effects on prostanoids in human saliva and urine indicate peak 

prostanoid concentrations between 07:00 and 08:00 with steady decreases in concentrations 

over the subsequent 12 h [57, 58]. However, in a previous study, we observed no differences 

in lipid mediator concentrations when sweat was collected from the volar forearm of healthy 

individuals between either 09:00 and 14:00 or 14:00 and 18:00 [7], which appears to 

mitigate potential impacts of circadian variation. Furthermore, we have previously 

established that sweat lipid mediator concentrations in healthy individuals are temporally 

stable over a two-week period and that inter- and intra-individual variability of sweat lipid 

mediators are comparable to those observed in other commonly analyzed matrices such as 

skin or plasma [8]. Finally, the fact that the observed changes can be associated with 
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biological pathways known to be affected by ibuprofen are highly suggestive of an 

ibuprofen-mediated response.

Other limitations of this study include a small sample size, complicated by population 

variance in ibuprofen uptake. Additionally, we were only able to sample subjects at four 

timepoints, as additional sample collections within a 24 h period would require 

catheterization, which would have increased study cost and subject discomfort. While the 

sampling timepoints were chosen keeping typical ibuprofen pharmacokinetics and subject 

burden in mind, it is possible that additional and/or later samplings of plasma and sweat 

would demonstrate additional ibuprofen-associated changes in lipid mediator concentrations 

or strengthen currently observed correlations between lipid mediators that indicate the 

effects of ibuprofen on COX. Additionally, subject lifestyle (e.g. diet, medication and 

cosmetic use) was not controlled in this study, which while offering a better representation 

of real-world conditions, may increase variance in the data.

In conclusion, results from this study suggest that like plasma, the sweat lipid mediator 

profile is capable of reflecting changes induced by systemic ibuprofen administration. 

However, it seems unlikely that plasma is the predominant source of sweat lipid mediators. 

Future work is needed to further characterize the degree to which the sweat gland epithelium 

modifies and contributes to the overall sweat lipid mediator profile, the degree to which the 

sweat gland cell functions can be influenced by constituents of the surrounding cutaneous 

tissue pathobiology, and the transport mechanisms by which lipid mediators are 

amalgamated into sweat.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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CYP cytochrome P450

EC endocannabinoid

ECL endocannabinoid-like compound

FAAH fatty acid amide hydrolase

LOX lipoxygenase

NOS nitric oxide synthase

NSAID non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug

log P octanol-water partition coefficient (also known as KOW)

PUFA polyunsaturated fatty acid
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Highlights

• Basal plasma and sweat lipid mediator composition is different

• Oral ibuprofen altered COX-derived oxylipins and nitrolipids in sweat but not 

plasma

• Oral ibuprofen increased plasma but decreased sweat acylethanolamides

• Plasma ibuprofen pharmacokinetics revealed high inter-individual variability

• Sweat lipid mediators appear to be produced in the skin, not collected from 

plasma
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Fig. 1. Relative abundances of lipid mediator classes are different in plasma and sweat at 
baseline
Sweat demonstrates increased proportions of diols, triols and ketones compared to plasma, 

and also demonstrates the presence of nitrolipids whereas plasma does not. By contrast 

plasma demonstrates increased proportions of endocannabinoids and endocannabinoid-like 

compounds. Data are reported as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation (n = 8 out of 9 

subjects due to analytical failures in plasma samples), and matrix differences were evaluated 

using Wilcoxon’s rank-sum exact tests. * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.0005.
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Fig. 2. Ibuprofen demonstrates variable plasma pharmacokinetics in healthy adult human male 
subjects
Out of nine subjects sampled, six demonstrate typical ibuprofen pharmacokinetics with tmax 

≈ 2 h. One subject appeared to be a rapid absorber of ibuprofen with tmax ≈ 1 h, and two 

subjects appeared to be delayed absorbers of ibuprofen with tmax ≥ 4 h. Data are reported as 

arithmetic means and where shown, error bars represent standard deviation. ■ typical 

absorbers; ▲ rapid absorbers; ◆ delayed absorbers.
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Fig. 3. Ibuprofen affects sweat concentrations of lipid mediators derived from cyclooxygenase 
(COX)
Sweat prostaglandin (PG) E2 concentrations decreased following oral ibuprofen 

administration, whereas 11-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (HETE) concentrations increased. 

Data are presented as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation (n = 9), and temporal differences 

were evaluated using linear mixed models with Tukey’s post-hoc HSD. The false discovery 

rate (q) of the linear mixed models analysis was estimated according to the method of Storey 

and Tibshirani (2003).
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Fig. 4. Ibuprofen affects sweat concentrations of nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-derived 9-
nitrooleate and cytochrome P450 (CYP)-derived 20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (HETE)
Oral administration of ibuprofen causes transient changes in sweat 9-nitrooleate and 20-

HETE concentrations that appear to be inversely related. Data are presented as arithmetic 

mean ± standard deviation (n = 9), and temporal differences were evaluated using linear 

mixed models with Tukey’s post-hoc HSD. The false discovery rate (q) of the linear mixed 

models analysis was estimated according to the method of Storey and Tibshirani (2003).
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Fig. 5. Ibuprofen differentially affects plasma and sweat endocannabinoids and 
endocannabinoid-like compounds
Oral ibuprofen administration results in (A) decreases in sweat OEA and 

linoleoylethanolamide (LEA) concentrations, and (B) increases in plasma concentrations of 

oleoylethanolamide (OEA), arachidonoylethanolamide (AEA, anandamide) and dihomo-

gamma-linoleneoylethanolamide (DGLEA). Data are presented as arithmetic mean ± 

standard deviation (n = 9 for sweat, and n = 9 cumulatively for plasma, though each 

individual timepoint contains n = 7 or 8), and temporal differences were evaluated using 

linear mixed models with Tukey’s post-hoc HSD. The false discovery rate (q) of the linear 

mixed models analysis was estimated according to the method of Storey and Tibshirani 

(2003).
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Table 1

Correlations between sweat PGE2 concentrations and concentrations of COX and/or 12/15-LOX derived 

polyunsaturated fatty acid alcohols detected in sweat (n = 36).

Lipid Mediator R 
a

P 
b

11-HETE −0.230 0.18

12-HETE 0.199 0.25

15-HETE −0.243 0.15

13-HODE −0.341 0.04

13-HOTE −0.351 0.04

a
Correlations calculated by Pearson’s product-moment correlations using normalized lipid mediator data.

b
Reported P values are not adjusted for multiple comparisons.
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